
The Great Dog Detox 
by Danielle Clarkson, Co-Founder Dogglebox and 

Dog Nutritionist. 
 

Start your journey to a fitter and healthier dog with Dogglebox. 
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Question. 

Do you know the meaning of the saying fit as a butcher’s dog? 

Answer  

Very fit, a butcher’s dog would be expected to be very well fed from scraps. 

Over the years, we have moved away from feeding our dogs scraps and bones to Kibble (coarsely ground meal or 
grain), the equivalent of feeding junk food to your dog daily. 

Therefore, almost 90% of dogs develop tooth and gum disease after age five. An untreated infection can spread to 
the organs leading to death. Dogs over the age of 5 can also suffer from the following symptoms. 

 Ear Infections 
 Itchy Skin 
 Bad Breath 
 Shabby Coat 
 Bottom Scooting 
 Smelly farts 

This is all down to their diet! 

We formulated Dogglebox to help combat the damage Kibble is causing by giving dogs the missing nutrients in their 
diet. This will enable dogs to have a longer, happier, and healthier life, and if we must do a little re-educating, then 
so be it. 

 

What is a Dogglebox & why was it different from the other subscription dog treat 
companies: 
Very simple ME your dog nutritionist, I based Dogglebox’s on a Raw Meaty Bones diet containing six main sections; 
see our first ever Dogglebox menu below. 

 

 One piece of fur each week 
 One piece of bone each week 
 One chew min each week 
 One meaty product min each week 

 
 

Links to our Blogs 

https://www.dogglebox.net/importance-of-starting-your-puppy-on-
dogglebox-natural-dog-treat 

https://www.dogglebox.net/periodontal-disease-and-how-dogglebox-
treats-help-combat-it 

https://www.dogglebox.net/importance-of-bone-in-dog-s-diet 

https://www.dogglebox.net/dogglebox-is-based-on-rmb-pray-diet-
designed-for-kibble-dogs 



 

 

Every product has dental benefits to help with those teeth pearly white. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is my way of introducing all-natural superfood products like hairy rabbit ears into your dog’s diet. Whether your 
dog is kibble or raw fed, everything in the box is designed to support and boost your dog’s immune system and 
dental hygiene, clean their intestines/ colons and squeeze those anal glands whilst bridging the gap for all feeding 
practices.  

 

 

 



 

I change the Dogglebox’s menus monthly so your dog can experience all the 
different animal products, not just the Beef/Lamb or Chicken flavored treats 
on the current market; they get Ostrich, Goat, and Rabbit, Deer, Duck, the 
list goes on and on. 

 

But that is not my only plan!   
I am secretly trying to desensitize you on handling animal products and 
encouraging you to move over to RAW as you witness for yourself the health 
benefits that just having a Dogglebox treat a day can make to your pet’s 
overall health.  

My passion is dogs, which drives Dogglebox to know we are trying to fix 
years of mistakes made by the dog food and treat industry, how to reverse 
that process naturally and get our beloved fur babies back to total health 
and extending their time with us humans. 

 

Diet. 
I’m often asked about the healthiest way you can feed your dog, so below 
are the most nutritious options. 

Pray Model (PMF)  
Pray model feeding is based on the dog's natural hunting patterns in the 
wild. Small animals pray like rabbits, mice, and poultry, including game 
poultry and foraging fell fruit and veg; these can be purchased online or 
through your butchers, local farm shops, and gamekeepers. 

Raw Meaty Bones (RMB)  
These include meats that humans consume more significant land-bearing 
animals like cows, sheep, pigs, etc. Most of these items are found at your 
local supermarket, butchers, and online delivery services. 

ARF with bones  
Barf is just RMB diet minced up, including the bones; you can do this yourself 
at home with a mincer and freeze or purchase these online and at local pet stores; this is ideal for older dogs with 
lots of teeth missing. The only downside is that they are no longer chewing and cleaning the remaining teeth or 
gums but are receiving the nutrition required. 

BARF without bones  
This is the same as the minced RMD, but with the bones removed, the owner can cook the food before serving if 
they wish. You can also do this method at home by just cooking separate portions of what you would be eating, but 
without human food, dogs can’t have like onions for example. 

 
 

 



 
Is raw feeding expensive? 
I always ask my customers to total up the monthly amount they spend on dog food, treats, and anything else in 
between including any regular vet visits; this will give you your current monthly spend and a budget you can then 
keep to or decrease depending on your finances. 

 

If you are considering moving to a Raw diet, you will need the following equipment. 

 Freezer space or separate Freezer  
 Mincer – Optional for BARF  
 Freezer bags/freezer-safe containers /Pen 
 Scales  
 Knifes  
 Eggs  
 Mineral Water for drinking (Kure oxygen water) 
 *Vulvic Detox Minerals.  
 Matt/towel  
 BARF/RAW first two weeks stock of meals. 

 

 

 

 

* I always Detox – when moving a dog from kibble to a raw diet.   

For the detox, we chose a natural product called Fulvic along with changing your dog’s drinking water to natural 
bottled water as this will filter out any toxins, metals, and chemicals that our tap water contains to make it drinkable, 
and Dogglebox treats for the fur vitamins/ minerals to build up their immune system.    

After the detox, you have the choice to continue with the Fulvic and bottled water; I always advise keeping the fulvic 
and, of course, Dogglebox because it is nature’s magic in my eyes. 

Your dog must undergo this process to allow its digestive system to recover from built-up toxins from kibble and 
antibiotics/steroids being removed and introduced raw slowly, to build their immune system back up again.  

While you introduce each food group back into your dog’s diet correctly, you can monitor for allergies and dormant 
infections that may come to light throughout the process.   

Below are all the online links for you: 

www.Dogglebox.net – My company 

https://uk.trustpilot.com/review/dogglebox.net - Our Reviews 

https://naturalfulvicvitality.co.uk/ – Fulvic & Kure Oxygen water  

www.orderpetfood.co.uk – online delivery for all raw feeding they are 
called – Raw to your door & more – the advantage is you can order in bulk 
and share delivery costs with Stacey. 

Top tip. - You can also google local Chinese supermarkets that you can visit for feet, necks, heads, etc. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Success Stories Honey. 
The Kearns family adopted Honey resulting from a plea from 
her friend on Facebook asking for adopters for Honey. They 
started her adoption process on 1st March 2021,  

Honey is six years old cross-Staffy mastiff. Honey has had 
repeat ear infections that were never treated and resulted in 
severe cauliflower ears, periodontal stage 2/3, was on 
cheapest kibble in shops, overweight, depressed, weak, 
smelly, farting, and just a hot mess.  

Constant trips to vets to treat ear infections/ skin infections 
and sore feet from constant licking and nibbling had already 
cost the Kearns family nearly £400 with another large 
amount due for her to be spaded. Due to the continuous 
visits to the vets, the Kearn family started looking into 
natural remedies and raw feeding to help Honey. 

 

Honeys Health Check & Symptoms. 
 Repeated Ear Infections 
 Poor digestion system 
 Suppressed Immune System 
 Anxious 
 Bloated 
 Itchy Skin 

 

Day 1 -2 Fasting. 
For the first week of your dog’s detox, they may 
Experience the following symptoms. 

 Sluggish 
 Low Energy 
 Mood Swings 
 Confusion 

The reason Honey felt confused was that her   
food routine had stopped; this is quite normal,  
Honey owner just gave her lots of cuddles and  
affection when asked, and space when needed, 
 
To aid Honey's digestive system, she fasted on every   
7th day, this might seem not kind but trust me, your 
 dog's digestive system will be a lot healthier for it, 
 as animals in the wild do not eat every day. 
To help with the detox, Honey was fed the following. 
 

 Fulvic & Kure oxygen water, Egg mix. 
 
Honey was not sure at first and refused to eat it, but it was not long  
before she was licking her bowl clean. 
 



 
Day 3 -14 
This is where we introduced Honey to Raw Chicken. 
Chicken is a great raw food to start with as the bones are great for cleaning the intestines and squeezing the anal 
glands. 
 
We also gave Honey fur treats to aid her digestive further while cleaning her teeth and gums. Fur & Bones are an 
essential part of your dog's natural diet 
 
Honey Symptoms. 
 
Itchy - Honey was itchy all over, licking & biting at 
              her paws, shaking her head, once again  
              this is nothing to worry about; it's just a result 
              of the toxins leaving her body. 
 
Poop - Honey pooped out some funky slimy poop in 
              the first two weeks, don't worry, this is normal  
              and mean the detox is working 
 

Day 15 – 29 
As Honey had a lot of allergies, we introduced new food one day at a time. We used Honey's poo as a guide to what 
her daily meals should consist of. Poo to soft owner needed to add bones and a bit of fur; poo too hard need to add 
liver to soften up. Adding new meat/organs/ fruit and veg one at a time and always looking for reactions and 
changes in poo consistency. 
 
Day 17 was the turnaround day for Honey; she felt fantastic; her owners were commenting on her energy levels, 
friends and family pointed out differences in her physical appearance and how soft her fur had become, not smelling 
anymore, the list kept growing, even the vet commented on how much better Honey teeth were. 
 
Each day Honey’s health improved, and her muscles grew stronger as she became leaner and fitter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
1-2-1 Consultation 
If you would like a 1-2-1 consultation and a month’s support during the detox process, I am offering The Great Detox 
Programme for a limited time for a price of £129.99. This price includes the following. 

 

 Weight conversations  
We will convert your dog’s weight, providing you with recommended daily feed amounts. 

 
 Health check 

You provide us with photos of your dog’s ears, teeth, paws & bottom; we will tell you what stage of 
Periodontal gum disease your dog is if they have this and a general starting point for reference to compare 
through your journey.  

 
 Poo expert  

I will teach you to become a poo expert; you will be able to read your dog’s poo to determine if their gut is 
healthy, allergies, what their next meal should be, and so forth.   

 
 

 Ear infection expert 
Understand the different types of ear wax and how to treat ear infections naturally, and how to clean your 
dog's ears safely. 

 
 Freeze times  

The correct freeze times for all your dog’s meals to ensure safe bacteria destruction and control. 
 

 Hygiene  
How to prepare raw meals hygiene rules. 

 
 Foods can & can’t eat  

A list of all the human foods dogs can and can’t eat 
 

 Supplements recipe  
Store cupboard recipes to supplement your dog’s diet. 

 
 Day-to-day support  

Support through our community Facebook group and daily live sessions to answer any questions or concerns 
for that day and what the next day could look like. 

 
 Weekly menus  

Track allergies and food groups to produce your tailored menu as a reference guide for meals in the future 
 

 Natural remedies training  
Provide you with holistic natural ways to treat ear infections, fleas, ticks, and skin irritations. How to use 
your Dogglebox as a medicine box. 

 
 Facebook groups & support  

Join our Facebook community and support each other as you go through each detoxing stage. 
 

 Suppliers 
Food – Show you how to shop for all the different types of raw feeding and keep to a budget. 
 
 



 
If you have any questions, please email me at support@dogglebox.net with the subject 
heading Great Dog Detox. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 


